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Introduc t i on

The paper "Experience with a new type of batch cell

and associated equipment for the achievement of volume reductions

greater than 100 in the electrolytic enrichment of tritium" was

prescribed at an advisory group meeting on low-level tritium tech-

niques held at IAEA, Vienna, during 1979; it describes in detail

tho aims and principles of the development of a new type of

batch cell and the status of the projech at August, 1979. This

paper is submitted here as the basis of the final contract-

report; the remainder of the report describes the progress made

since i;he return in November, 1979» of the chief investigator- to

New Zealand, includes description of the design of the system

(with engineering drawings, electronic circuits, photographs

and other diagrams), describes the technical operation of. the

enrichment system and adds a statement of projtjct expenditure.

Present Status of Development

The electrolysis system is completed and is being used

routinely; however, an essential part of the development is only

now in progress; viz. the accumulation of performance data of

the system during the first 6-12 months of routine use, to enable

assessment of whether the aims relating to (a) amount of tritium

enrichment and (b) accuracy of determination of enrichment factors,

the reasons for delay have been shortage of staff in our

electronic and engineering sections which slowed the considerable

amount of detailed work in construction of the cells and circuits,

and also long delays in obtaining essential parts and materials

from overseas.

It is proposed to submit a further report when sufficient

routine performance .data has been accumulated. Routine runs are

proceeding at the rate of 1 every fortnight, so it is expected

that the proposed assessment can be made towards the end of 198O

after 15-20 enrichment runs have been completed. During this
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time wo hope also to iron out any minor problems in the

design and routine operation of the system; some of these are

already known and will be discussed in the present report.

We have not yet examined the possibility of commercial

manufacture of the system in New Zealand. It seemed in-

appropriate to approach manufacturers until the system had

proved Itself in routine use over several months.

Previous Report

At this stage of the report the appended paper

(referenced as App.1) mentioned in the introduction should be

read. Various supplementary sections follow.

Supplementary Section on Cell Design (See App.1, p.13)

(a) Drawings, .Photographs, etc.

An engineering drawing and photographs of the cell parts

are appended, together with annotated photographs showing the

cells in operation in the cooling bath compartment, and .

schematic drawings and photographs of the enclosure housing the

cells, control circuitry, cooling bath and associated equipment.

(b) Remaining Problems of Cell Design

Most of the features of the cell design are proving

satisfactory in routine operation. A number of mainly minor

features must be mentioned which may be improved later, but

should certainly be improved in future systems of this type.

(i) The connecting lug of the anode is soft-soldered

to the anode supporting collar and is rather easily

knocked off; a stronger join would be better.

(ii) We do not know yet how long the tar-based exterior

coating on the cells (Dulux Duratone) will last. A more
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permanent, corrosion-preventing coating would be

desirable, but was not considered at first, because

the extra expense was not justifable while the cells

were still in the development stage.

(iii) The 3 electrical connecting lugs at the top

of the electrodes (see Fig. 9 > App.l) mate to a very

old, but very good type of heavy—duty connector which

we obtained from-old New Zealand Post Office stock. No

more of these connectors are available, and we have not

yet found a suitable alternative to recommend for future

cells of this type.

(iv) The Edwards connections at the top of the cell

are rather clumsy in operation, although effective.

They were adopted on cost grounds.Swagelok "Quick

Connects" would'be simpler to operate, but would add

substantially-to cost.

(v) The problems presently encountered during vacuum

distillation from the cells (see full discussion in

supplementary suction on neutralisation/vacuum

distillation) may be due to the O-ring grooves being

presently slightly too deep (Fig. 8 of App.l);

but this is only one of a number of possible causes

of pressure rise in the cells during distillation, so

no changes are being undertaken until the problem is

fully understood.

Supplementary Section on Pre-Distillation of Samples (See
App.1, p.26)

We have made a conductivity probe which can be inserted

into the 1 1 plastic bottles used for sample storage after

disbillation, and can be quickly dried by shaking before

insertion into another bottle. In this way the purity of the

distilled sample can be checked. At present we adopt an



an arbitrary quality 'cut-off point corresponding to 0.2

M«/i.»-m, which is close to the green-red boundary in many

laboratory ion-exchange water purifiers. Vater of this

quality is obtained f ran many samples after a single distillation,

but we find that slightly saline samples require 2 distillations,

indicating that spray entrairiment is not entirely prevented

by our spray- c atchers . Earlier experiences suggest that this

is a very difficult problem to solve completely, but we are

trying various new spray-catching arrangements.

While the precaution of a second distillation may not be

strictly necessary in many cases, it is wise to err on the right

side in this respect, and thereby avoid the disastrous

consequences of cell corrosion.

Supplementary Section on Sample Preparation Procedure (See App.

When a fresh tin of analar Na_0_ (5OOg) is opened, the

entire contents are immediately transferred to 16—17 Packard

glass scintillation vials, each of which holds sufficient

Na2O„ to make up the 20 solutions for 1 electrolysis run;

these vials are marked w.ith a tin-identifying number, and kept

in a dessicator. After sample preparation, the small Na_O

residue in the vial is also identified with the electrolysis run

number and held in the dessicator as a contamination check, in

case contamination problems arise. Equipment used during sample

preparation is shown in an accompanying photograph.

In principle it would be considered a good idea to

prepare the sample one or more days before the electrolysis

run commences; this would make the preparation work shorter on

the commencing day. However, the peroxide-water reaction

continues to release oxygen bubbles slowly after mixing, which

stick to the walls of the Nalgene flasks and are difficult to

release; when these are present tho amount of solution transferred

by pouring is slightly less on average and rot so accurate as that

transferred from a bubble-free flask. Therefore, unless the cells
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are weighed, it is advisable to mix the electrolyte solutions

just before filling the cells.

The amount of solution (l.5g Na 0? in 1-1 of solution)

transferred to a cell by careful pouring is 996 . 3 ± 0.3g

(1 standard error). This means that the initial weight W is

estimated with standard error 0.03$ without weighing the cells.

Prior to preparing the solutions, the cells are

assembled, but not screw-capped. The entire inner electrode-

insulator assembly is lifted out of the outer cathode, and the

electroly to is then poured gently into the outer cathode while

rotating the Nalgene flask to catch and deliver droplets

which may stick to the flask wall. The inner electrode assembly

is then lowered gently into position, and the screw-cap

tightened by hand. Before transferring the solution, it must

be ensured that the PTFE spacer at the foot of the cell has not

moved out of position. After all cells are filled, the caps

are tightened firmly (but not excessively) by clamping the cell in a

rubber-jawed vice, and applying a leather thong. A-fc the end of

electrolysis, before transferring the cells to the distillation

oven, a further slight tightening is required. When the cells

are full, they must be handled gently to avoid splashing the

electrolyte into the top of the cell.

Supplementary Sections on Neutralisation/Vacuum Distillation
(See App. 1 , p. 21. )

(a) Vacuum Holding in System

The system described in App. 1 and shown in accompanying

photographs and drawings is yielding quantitative water recovery.

But operation still poses some problems due to the difficulty

of maintaining an adequate degree of vacuum in the individual

distillation lines until distillation is complete . As shown

in Fig. 8, App. 1 , the design at the top of the cell was modified

to incorporate 0-ring seals at the top of each cell. The O— ring

compression ratio was kept quite low at '17%, using Fig. 3«5O

from A. Roth, 'Vacuum Sealing Techniques' Pergamon Press,
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as a guide, because higher compression ratios would not

produce the exact mating required between the electrode collars

and PTFE insulating rings.

The distillation line can be followed on the appended

schematic drawing of the system,beginning at the cell and

finishing at the common pumping manifold. There are 13 joints

which have to be leak-tight. -

These are :

1. silicone rubber or Viton O-ring, Parker type 2-14?»

ID 67.95mm. width 2.62 mm., between outer cathode collar

of cell and overlying PTFE insulator (see Fig.8,App.1);

2. silicone rubber or Viton O-ring, Parker type 2-142, ID

59.99min, width 2.62mm, between anode collar and underlying

PTFE insulator (see Fig. 8, App.1);

3- silicone rubber or Viton O-ring, Parker type 2-131,

ID 42«52mm, width 2.62mm, between anode collar and

overlying insulator (see Fig.8, App.1);

4. same as 3-, between inner cathode collar and underlying

PTFE insulator (see Fig. 8, App.1);

5. coupling between cell and distillation line (Edwards

type CO32/01/OOO with Viton O-ring Parker type 2-1O9,

7.95mm, width 2.62mm).

6. Swagelok coupling between soft copper tube (lD6.31mm.

wall thickness 0.81mm.) leading to cell coupling, and

flexible PTFE tube (ID 6.4mm, wall thickness 0.75 nun.);

this coupling comprises a brass Swagelock-to-tube socket

weld union for tube OD 5/16 inch, Cat. No. B-50O-6-5STW,

fitted with knurled nut (B-5O2-1K), brass ferrules

(B-504-1 and B-503-l) and tube insert (B-505-4). The

flexible PTFE tube was included to allow easy coupling

to the cells.
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7-

8 and

10.

Same as 6, at other end of flexible PTFE coupling,

with weld joint connected to copper tube (lD4.72mm,

wall thickness 0.75mm) leading to sample receiving vial.

Solder joins at breaks in copper tube above receiving

vial.

9. Viton-0-ring at top of receiving vial (Parker type 2-210,

25-7nim, thickness 3.53»nm). Coupling is made by

screwing up the vial until O-ring mates tightly with

bottom surface of vial cap. Greasing of this O-ring

not necessary.

11 and Soldered joins between copper tubing and copper-tube

12. cold trap.

13- Swagelok coupling to 3-way Whittyball valve (

with Swagelok. 1/lf inch connector (D-'f02-1 with brass

ferrules).

During cell assembly the O-rings(1 — k above) are

lightly greased by pressing them between two foam-rubber pads

impregnated with silicone grease. The distillation lines show

adequate vacuum holding properties when empty cells are pumped,

isolated from the pump by closing the ¥hitey valves and left

standing for prolonged periods. ("It is essential that the

O-ring* grooves are clean and free from transverse scratches).

But the vacuum does not hold so well during distillations. All

2O lines can be evacuated simultaneously by the rotary pump to

below 1.0mm pressure within 15-3O mins.; but after commencing

distillation and raising the cell temperature, a point is usually

reached when small globules of condensed water appear in the

flexible PTFE tubing between cell and receiving vial,.indicating

that the distilling vapour is .encountering opposing gas

pressure. This may be due to 5 possible causes, separately or

in combination.
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(a) Increased leak rate through the O-ring in the cell

as temperature is raised; this seems unlikely to be a

major contributor, as we find no difference between

silicone rubber and Viton 0-rings whose leak rates

vary by almost 2 orders of magnitude.

(b) Some gas must be frozen in with the ice in the copper

cold trap before and during pumping (Fig.1O, App.1).

When the ice is melted this gas is released into the

distillation line.

(c) After pumping away the excess CO_ the heated neut-

ralised solution in the cell may release more CO„;

this cannot be more than a partial contributor to the

problem as the pressure r-ise is also encountered when

distilled water is distilled from the cells.

(d The cell materials may outgas when heated.

(e) The O-ring joints may be loosened by differential

expansion of the PTFE and metal components at the top

of the cell.

At present we are investigating the problem during

routine distillations, and, as time allows, in the days between

routine runs. But the distillations do go to completion using

the following procedure. When condensation first appears in the

PTFE connecting tubes, the cold trap is again applied at -40 C

and all lines are pumped again for a further 10 min.

Distillation is then resumed, any residual water in the PTFE

tubes being encouraged into the receiving vials by gently

warming the tubes with a heat gun. Distillation is then usually

complete within 1 hour, but, as a further precaution, all the

connecting copper tubes between cold trap and receiving vial

should be warmed gently. Just before this, definitely not

earlier, hot water should be placed round the cold trap; up
————— Qto then, the cold trap is surrounded by water at 25 C. This is
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a correction to details given on pp.22-23 of App.l).

The distillation time i,o extended by 1—1-j hours by

the foregoing procedure, so it w..uld obviously be advantageous

to identify and eliminate the cause of the pressure rise in the

system.

(b) Water Tank above Receiving Vials

When the flexible PTPE tubes were inserted in the

distillation lines, they prevented heat conduction from the

warm oven to the top caps of the receiving vial, which then

became cold by conduction to the underlying water/ice bath

and provided a condensing surface. Therefore the caps are now

mounted in holes drilled in a shallow stainless—steel bath,

sealed with rubber gaskets; this bath is filled with warm water

when distillation commences. Now the only condensing surface

for the distillate is at the foot of the receiving vial.

'c) Vater/Ice Batli •

The water/ice bath is filled with small ice cubes from

specially constructed ice trays, and water pre-cooled in 2-1

bottles in a refrigerator. After 2-3 hours some further ice

must be added.

(d) Distillation Procedure Summary

Disconnect cells, cap and remove from electrolysis bath

to trolley.

Tighten all r ing s with leather thong (only a few "degrees

turn is necessary).

Mount cells in distillation oven and connect to

distillation line.

Prepare and position dry ice/alcbhol trap at -JjO

Check each line for tightness by expanding to .coarse

pressure gauge; reading is ca.6.30nun Hg and should remain tight

for 0-5 min.

Pump all lines for 25-3O mins. via lower manifold.

During pumping,prepare and position water/ice bath.

Stop pumping, remove cold trap.â d CO to ca. kO cm.
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After 30 minutes, expand each line individually for the

distillate to upper manifold; readings should be equal and ca.

120mm Mgj high reading indicates leak in line or incomplete

neutralisation, low reading would indicate cold-trap blockage by

ice during CO« filling.

Replace dry ice alcohol trap and punp again for 2O-30

min. via upper manifold.

Stop pumping, remove cold trap and replace with water at

3O C (cools to 25 C), fill tank above vials with water at ca.

351C, switch on oven (thermostat set at 11O°C). Add insulating

sheets and blanket over top of oven.

When condensation appears in PTFE tubes, replace dry ice

/alcohol trap and pump all lines again for 1O-15 wins, via upper

manifold.

Stop pumping and replace cold trap with water at 3O C

(cools to 25°C).

Immediately drive over condensation in PTFE tubes by

gentle replication of heat gun.

Allow 1 further hour, during which check temperatures

in water trap (25 C), water tank above receiving vials (ca.35 G),

add more ice to water/ice bath if necessary, and observe that

PTFE tubes acquire no new condensation.

Surround trap with hot water, increase temperature in

water tank, allow furthar 3O minutes including gentle warming

of copper connecting tubes between receiving vial and ¥hitey

valves.

Drain hot water bath above receiving vial.

Lower water/ice bath, quickly check no dripping water

from gaskets which might enter vials during disconnection.

Immediately disconnect and cap all receiving vials, checking

visually-that no condensation is apparent in top and cap and

connecting tubes. Weigh all vials and transfer water carefully .

to correctly numbered Koch Light scintillation vials for

storage until counting.

The cells are left in the oven to cool and are dismantled

on the following day.
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(e) Design of Cold Trap

Preliminary estimates, suggesting that about 0.5g of

water might be frozen down in the cold trap, were incorrect.

We find that (l-2)g, is pumped over and retained, which makes

the choice of tube arrangement (see appended schematic drawing

of system) not ideal because the inlet tube may block, preventing

further air removal. ¥e find that blockage does not occur during

3O rnins. pumping if the coolant level is half-way up the outer

tubes. But it is now considered that a better design would be

to terminate the inlet tube (from the cell end) at the top of the

trap and have the outlet tube (to the pumping manifold)

protruding to about 2.5cm. from the bottom of the trap.

(f) Design of Pumpinf; Manifold

The upper and lower pumping manifolds consist of

horizontal stainless-steel tubes, into which are soldered the .

2O copper tubes leading to the Whitey valves. This could be

improved by adopting instead a brass tube of square section with

an appropriate mating nipple for each inlet tube.

(g) System Maintenance

After the samples have been transferred from the brass

receiving vials, the latter are cleaned, rinsed with distilled

water and coupled, still wet, into position again. Next

morning the cells are decoupled, removed and replaced with

blanked-off copper tubes with a trace of distilled water. The

system is then pumped dry for at least 2k hours, thereby

ensuring that relatively tritium-free water is pumped through .

the lines before the next sample. Because the distillation

system is used routinely only 1 day every fortnight, vacuum

testing and other maintenance can be performed in the interim.

(h) Quantitative Checks of Distillation

Quantitative distillation (to better than ± 20 mg)

is achieved (a) for water distilled from the colls and (b) for

electrolyte solutions neutralised by CO_ according to the

above-described procedure, and distilled with the cells warmed

to 11O0C.
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At the completion of neutralisation,direct pH

measurements have shown that excess neutralisation has occurred,

i.e. some Na2CO has already transformed to NaHC(X,; but after

excess CO? has been pumped away, pH has reverted to a value

indicating only presence of Na„CO •

Xn the distillation procedure, all water of crystalli-

sation is removed from the Na„CO_ when the oven temperature is

raised to 1OO°C.

A small amount of water (about 5 "1S ) is lost as water

vapour in the cell and distillation line; correction for this

quantity (about 0.05$ of total sample) is not necessary.

Provided the quantitative nature of the distillation

run can be maintained repeatedly in routine operation, it seems

that final sample volumes can be estimated with an overall

error of 0.2$.

Comments on the Neutralisation/Distillation Method

The experience so far has shown that quantitative

recovery of enriched water from the cells is possible using the

CO_ - neutralisation and vacuum distillation method. At the

outset of the development it was fully realised that the simplest

procedure for our laboratory to follow would be to use a

distillation line in which the water vapour emerging from the

cells would be pumped continuously through an effective, easily-

detached cold trap cooled by a dry ice/alcohol mixture at -40 C

or lower. The present arrangement stems from concern for the

situation faced by laboratories, such as those in developing

countries, which have no adequate supply of dry ice, but still

posos the problem of trapping the vapour during pump-down of

the ,xstillation lines. In our case this is solved by using

small quantities of dry ice for the cold trap in the pumping line,

and distilling this trapped water back into the distillate vials

in the water/ice bath at 0°C; the remaining problem of the

arrangement is the deterioration of vacuum once the cells are



warmed, necessitating further pumping with, the cold trap back

in position.

To avoid the use of any dry ice at all, an effective, and

unfortunately expensive, laboratory cooling unit would be

required, of the variety which circulates fluid in a closed path

between a sample bath and the cooling unit. In this case cont-

inuous pumping through suitable glass U - traps in an immersion

bath may prove superior to the present arrangement if the

pressure rise during distillation in a closed-off line cannot be

prevented. Such U - traps could be coupled by Ace-Thred type

connectors to flexible tubing leading to the cell on one side and

the pumping manifold on the other, but would have to be light

and small enough to be weighed with ing accuracy and also allow

transfer of the water without serious retention. Alternatively

the U - tube, traps could be isolated from the cells and the

water., quickly distilled over to more suitable bottles' in a

branch distillation line with more secure vacuum.
.*

Routine Running of Cells. (see App.1, p.19)

For the 10 days in which the cells are run in series,

daily checks(often made at weekends also) are made of the

current (usually stays constant to within ± O.02A of .

setting on DAM), bath temperature (changes by ca ± 1 C ai'ound

OC, Kepco voltage (approximate reading, on front meter of Kepco),

gas flow through bubble rs,condition of silica-gel and absence of

condensed water on cell tops, coolant circulating pump, and the

performance of the control unit (see section on electronic controls),

A log-sheet of each run is kept. Silica-gel bottles have to be ~~•

exchanged every 4-6 days, depending on atmospheric conditions.

If any cells are to be handled, the Kepco supply should be

switched off first to avoid danger of explosion.

Maintenance of Electrolysis Enclosure

made

1.

Between runs the following maintenance and checks are

Si.licone oil bubblers aro disconnected and dried in oven
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oven at ca.100 C for 2k hours.

2. Level of coolant in bath is checked and topped-up

if necessary.

3. Individual cell PVC tanks are checked for condition

and volume of coolant (oOOml is required).

't. Condition of fan, coolant circulating pump and the

oubside-mounted cooling unit.

Maintenance of Cells

On the day following distillation,the cells are removed

from the oven and dismantled. The PTFE pieces and O-rings are

placed in a box bearing the cell number, so that the same pieces

are used always in the same cell. The inner cathodes and anodes

are rinsed below a warm water tap and transferred to a washing

machine which gives them two further cold rinses (1O inner

cathodes and 1O outer cathodes can be accommodated); these

electrodes are then rinsed in distilled water and hung to dry

through holes in a tray with felt lining to prevent any

scratching of the collars; after a few minutes the rim of water

at the bottom of these electrodes should be quickly absorbed on

a clean dry towel to prevent rusting on the slowest-drying area.

The outer cathodes are filled with warm water and shaken

thoroughly, then rinsed with flowing cold water, given a final

rinse with distilled water and hung upside down to dry on a tray

provided with vertical supporting sticks.

The PTFB pieces are washed and cleaned separately. The

O-rings can be cleaned with high-quality paper tissue and then

washed and dried.

At all times greatest care is essential to avoid

scratching the O-ring mating surfaces.
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Detailed inspection of all cell parts is carried out

regularly. At present the 0-ring and other flat surfaces

are inspected and thoroughly cleaned once every k runs; as this

is a tedious job, it is made easier by giving 5 cells a thorough

clean arid maintenance check after each run.

A cell maintenance log—book is kept to record all

details about the history of each cell.

Conditioning of Cells

As already discussed in App.1(pp.1O-1 1 ), the performance

of a sot of enrichment cells can be judged by the magnitude

and reproduc.ibility of the so-called enrichmonb parameter E.

Undeveloped catalytic cathode surfaces in a cell with 1.59»

evaporation/spray loss (the value measured for our cells) would

yield E-values ca. 0.85 - 0.86; fully developed surfaces

(separation factor ß '>• 2O) would yield E-values ca.O.95 or*

greater. It is usual in practice to find that E-values of a set

of mild steel cathodes increase quickly over the first runs to

the higher range and then very gradually with continuing use. Our

E-values are unfortunately showing a decreasing tendency at

present. In the first fully completed spike run the E-values

averaged O.91OO ± 0.0030, standard deviation for 1 cell = O.O130,

range from 0.882 to O.933 indicating only partial conditioning;

the second run gave average 0.903*1 ± O.O032 standard deviation

for 1 cell O.0145,range 0.879 - O..927, indicating no improvement,

although the values for individual cells were essentially main-

tained. In order to give the top area of the cathodes a chance

to condition more quickly, an 18-day run was then made in which

the starting electrolyte volume was 1.021, 1OO ml of water was

dissociated each Zk hours and the cells were topped up each morn-

ing with 100 ml of distilled water (periodic addition). Follow-

ing the next spike run it was thei'efore discouraging to find that

the E-value average had decreased appreciably to O.8959 ± O.0029»

standard deviation for 1 cell O.O128, î ange 0.8733 - 0.9223.
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AIl factors in the measurement of the E-values have

been carefully checked; there is no doubt that the E-values

so far measured are correct, arid therefore reflect the present

enrichment capability of the cathode surfaces. For the

immediate future it is intended to process 10 spikes in every

run to monitor further trends in the E-value. But meanwhile

consideration is being given to possible causes of the presently

declinirg E-values and a remedy for the situation.

Visual inspection of the outer current-conducting surface

of the Inner cathodes shows that they are acquiring thin patches

of yellowish metallic tinging; under the microscope this appears

as shiny surface areas, looking as though plated, and contrasting

with apparently well-conditioned areas which are grey/black and

spongey. Drops of nitric acid were flowed over one of the stained

areas, collected in a polythene bottle, dried on a plastic sub-

strate and submitted to (p,X) spectrometry (Dr N.E.Whitehead).

This revealed iron as -the predominant dissolved metal, with

smaller quantities of chromium, (from stainless steel anode),

manganese (possible from both electrodes), copper, zinc and lead

(brass collars and solder). A nickel peak is obscured in this

analysis. The most surprising component of the spectrum was

calcium as the second most predominant peak; this seems most

likely to be acquired during the electrode washing procedure,

despite rinsing with distilled water of excellent quality. This

(p»x) analysis does not reveal anything definite about the reason

for the present cathode conditioning -trends, but

attention will obviously be given to optical examination of the

cathode surface development and to the condition of the brass

collars and solder joints at the top of the cells.

Present Problems with Enrichment System

The system is not yet performing as well as had been

hoped in terms of -

(a) Enrichment parameters (E-values) are not as high

as required and are showing a declining rather than

an ascending trend. At present, depending on final
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voluine, enrichment factors ca. 60 are being

obtained.

(b) Accuracy of enrichment factor determination by the

spike cell method is presently ca. 5-6$» standard

error, reflecting the low values and variability of the

enrichment parameters.

(c) The reproducibility of the final sample volume over

the set of 20 cells does not so far match those

obtained during method testing. For this reason we

have not yet fine-tuned the system clown to the final

sample volume (8.5 - 9-O) nil we are aiming for, but

are operating at about 1O ml. average. Automatic cell

shut-off is functioning without problems, recovered

volumes after quantitative neutralisation/distillation

have varied from (8.5 - 11.9) ml. Several more runs

must be completed before the situation is more clearly

understood.

(d) Although we are definitely achieving quantitative

recovery of water from the cells by neutralisation/

distillation, the procedure takes 1-1-J- hours longer

than planned (up to 6 hours is required), because of

pressure rise in the cells on heating requiring additional

pumping on the distillation lines.

Items required for Enrichment System

It may be useful to append the following list of

materials and items required to construct and operate such an

enrichment system. For convenience of IAEA, items which can and

should be supplied or constructed by any laboratory are marked

with a star. All other items should be considered for construction

and supply under Technical Assistance agreements.
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Electrolysis Cells and Related Equipment

Mild Steel tubing for outer cathodes.

D n n it inner »

Stainless steel tubing for anodes.

PTFE rod for insulators and spacers.

Brass for caps, electrode collars, electrical lugs etc.

Connecting leads for series and ICM operation.

0-rings (4 each cell).

Copper capillary tubes.

Vacuum connector for top of cell.

Mild SteeL for bottom core of cell.

Protective coating for outer surface of cell.

PVC cylinders for electrical insulation of cells.

Perspex lids and PVC cylinders for isolating cell tops

from outside air.

Silica-gel and vials.

* Trolley for holding cells.

* Cupboard for housing inner cathodes and anodes.

* Drainage tray for outer cathodes.

* Washing facilities with warm water supply.

* Distilled water facility.

1-Litre Nalgene flasks.

125 ml Erlenmeyer flaks

5 ml syringes with needles.

Suitable sample storage bottles.

Laboratory balances (one 4-5 kg, one 20Og with 1 mg accuracy

at least).

* Thong-tool and rubber-jawed vice.

* Drying oven.

Sodium peroxide in sealed tins; storage vials; dessicator.

* Ducting and extraction fan for off-gas.

* Suitable enclosure for cooling tank and electronic units.

Silicone rubber tubing.

Glass Bubblers and stand.

#Stands for glass bubblers while in drying oven.

Cooling tank of suitable size and cooling capacity, must be

liquid tank, not air conduction.

Anti-freesse liquid.
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Coolant circulation system with pump.

* Thermometer to monitor coolant temperature.

* Long laboratory bench for preparing samples.

* Drying stands for laboratory ware.

Marking peris.

Pre-Distillation System

Kjeldahl unit for 5 simultaneous distillations.

2—Litre distillation flasks, including spares.

Silicoiie rubber tubing..

Nalgene 'water Tank modified for water flow.

2-Litre Nalgene bottles for distillate, caps modified, extra
caps also.

* Cold water supply.

* Tray for holding Nalgene bottles in tank.

Marking pens.
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ELECTRONIC UNITS FOR OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF ELECTROLYSIS CELLS

(A) Introduction

This report describes the six electronic units which

together comprise the control system for operation of 20 .

electrolytic tritium enrichment cells, in which initial

electrolyte volumes of 15. are dissociated towards electroni-

cally-controlled shut-down at final volume ca. 9 ml.

The electrolysis proceeds in two stages; a cells-in-

series stage at settable, constant currents up to 14.5A

reduces the volume to ca. 20 ml, and is followed by a second

stage in which the remaining volume reduction is accomplished

with each cell coupled to its own current supply (constant

current of (2.00±0.01)A) and shut-down control circuit.

The series mode of operation (SM) is based round a Kepco

Type JQE75-15(M) power supply (0-75V, 0-15A) connected for

constant current operation; additional circuits monitor the

current, and provide timing and safety controls to stop the

electrolysis current if certain non-allowed operation,

conditions occur.

The individual control mode of operation (ICM) is a new

development in cell control circuitry. The cell electrodes

have a cylindrical arrangement comprising an outer cathode of

mild steel (which is also the outer jacket of the cell), an

anode of stainless steel, and a second inner cathode of mild

steel. In SM operation, the two cathodes are electrically

common. In ICM operation, they are incorporated into separate

branches of the control circuit; the total constant current of

2A is divided between the two cathodes in inverse proportion
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to the respective circuit branch resistances. At the desired

shut-off volume, the electrolyte level drops below the upper

rim of a PTFE insulator situated between anode and inner

cathode (Fig. 5 of App. l), thereby producing a sharp

increase of electrical resistance which decreases the current

through the inner cathode; this decrease is compensated by

an equal increase through the outer cathode. The decrease

through the inner cathode is sensed by the control circuit,

which generates a cell shut-off signal and interrupts the

timing clock when a chosen threshold condition is reached.

Full description of the cell design appears elsewhere;

this report deals only with the electronic units. Circuit

diagrams accompany the report.

Section (B) lists and briefly describes the functions

of the six separate units which comprise the control system.

Section (C) describes the series mode of operation, and

Section (D) the individual control mode. These sections may

be read to give a general understanding of the system. Later

sections provide more detailed description of the circuitry.

This system has been designed and largely constructed

by B.J. Lett of our electronics section; D. Elkerton assisted

with the wiring, and E.J. Kindred with chassis construction.

The numbering of drawings and figures conforms to a

scheme for a later manual.

(B) System units and mounting

Six separate units are mounted in a rack (made largely

of aluminium) which has dimensions corresponding to NZBC

standard for mounted relay panels. The six units are -
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1. Mains distribution unit (MDU) and digital ampere meter

(DAM) panel.

2. Kepco current supply with externally-mounted (at rear)

standard resistor for constant-current operation.

3 and 4. 2OA DC supplies, each providing current for ICM

operation of 10 cells at 2.OA.

5. Control unit comprising time clocks and controls for SM

operation, but also housing controls for ICM operation

and eight slave units (timers and circuit boards for

ICM operation of eight cells).

6. Slave unit housing timers and circuit boards for ICM

operation of 12 cells.

(C) Series-mode operat ion

About 99% of the total charge passed through the cells

is supplied during SM, when units 1, 2 and 5 (see Section (B))

are operational.

The following automatic and manual monitor/control

functions are available during SM operation:

a) Check that the off-gas extractor fan is operating; if

not, LED "fume fan off" lights, and the Kepco supply

is shut down (automatic).

b) Check that the Kepco supply is switched on (front panel

switch); if not, LED "KEPCO off" lights (automatic).

c) Check (by thermister probe) that the cell cooling bath

has adequately low temperature; if not, LED "bath temp,

high" lights, and the Kepco supply is shut down (automatic);

the Kepco supply is turned on again when the bath

temperature is low (automatic).
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d) Chosen electrolysis time (between 0.1 and 999.9 hours)
•%

can be set by thumbwheel switch (manual).

e) Starting electrolysis is achieved by pressing a "zero-

time" button (manual); this sets the time clocks to zero

(clock LED's extinguish for l min.), smarts the timing

sequence and extinguishes a "timer" LED which indicates

if a previously selected period has been completed.

f) Chosen current is set by varying the current control,

knob on the front of the Kepco supply until the reading

on the DAM (2OA switch position) equals 1/10 of the

chosen value in amperes (manual).

j.) If mains supply fails, LED "mains failed" lights (auto-

matic) , and remains on until cleared by pressing an

"acknowledge" button (manual); when mains supply is

restored, the Kepco supply is switched on (automatic)

after 2.2 seconds delay which allows the mains to

stabilise.

h) Timing of SM operation is monitored by two clocks, each

with digital LED display showing minutes. The "elapsed

time" clock has ' attery back-up, which allows it to

accumulate and display elapsed time in the period between

run switch-on and switch-off. The "electrolysis time"

clock accumulates only when the cells are supplied with

current, but is also supplied with battery back-up to

hold the reading through a power failure. Both clocks

are set to zero simultaneously; the difference between

the two indicates time lost clue to power failures, high

bath temperatures or other shut-downs, which allows

precise readjustment of the current-time schedule to
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compensate. When the electrolysis time clock reaches

pre-selected time on thumbwheel switch, the control timer

turns off the Kepco supply, stops both clocks and lights

the "timer" and "KEPCO off" LEDs (automatic). The

extractor fan stays on until the MDU is switched off.

Kepco supply

Fall details of operation of the Kepco JQE75-15(M) supply

are in the operations manual supplied with the unit. In

constant current mode (pp J-9 and 3-10 of the manual are

appended with this report), the supply is used in conjunction

with an externally mounted standard resistor and potentiometer.

The standard resistor has resistance O.O330OH with maximum

error 0.00003Q (0.1%),'and was made by B.J. Lett; it. sits in

a brass pot filled with kerosene (which should be renewed

every two years); current and voltage terminals are mounted

on top of the resistor. In routine operation, the ON-OFF

switch of the Kepco supply remains ON; automatic control

operates by interrupting the mains supply to the Kepco.

(D) Individual control mode (ICM) operation

Electrolyte volume is reduced from ca. 20ml to shut-off

at ca. 9 ml in this mode; at constant cell current of 2.OA,

the time required is about 16.2 hours, but varies by a few

hours on either side of this value because the volume

varies by ca. Ĥ  3 ml from cell to cell at the start of ICM

operation (due to slight variations of evaporation/spray loss

in preceding SM stage).
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SM operation is routinely scheduled to cease immediately

before switching to ICM operation (usually at 8-9 a.m.); the

SM cell leads are disconnected and replaced by the individual

3-core ICM connectors which connect to cell-numbered outlets

in a panel at the rear of the cell enclosure, and thence to

the ICM control units.

In ICM operation, units 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (see Section B)

are used.

The folJowing automatic and manual monitor and control

functions are available during ICM.

(a) Power is automatically supplied to all units by switching

on the MDU (manual).

(b) A single push-button switch can be pressed to zero all
,«•

the individual cell clocks and start the electrolysis

in all cells simultaneously (manual).

(c) Each cell control unit has its own start/stop switch

for independent control (manual); a LED beside the

start/stop switch indicates (automatic) whether current

is flowing through the cell (LED dark) or not (LED lit).

(d) Each cell control unit has its own digital LED time

display (showing minutes of current flow; after simul-

taneous switch-on of all cells, all 20 time displays

remain dark until one cell is switched off (either auto-

matically by reaching its threshold condition for shut

off, or else manually), when all displays are automatically

lit. All displays lit therefore indicates either a

malfunction (early part of ICM operation) or that the

run is nearing completion (at least one cell has reached
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shut-off). The clocks accumulate minutes of current

flow at 2.OA until automatic shut-off, so the final

displayed value allows accurate calculation of ampere-

hours product during the ICM phase of operation.

Battery back-up of the clocks is provided in case of mains

failure (automatic).

(e) Provision has been made to check the cell currents during

electi-o Iys is if required; a 2-core cable may be connected

between two (normalIy-shorted) sockets on the front of

each cell controller and the DAM (2A switch position)

which will display exactly half the total cell current

(reading should be 1.00); adjustment cannot, however, be

made without sliding the cell control unit out of the

rack.

(f) Each control circuit monitors the current through the

inner cathode of the cell and switches off current

(automatic) when a pre-set threshold (10% of total current

through cell) has been reached; threshold level signals

can be measured at rear sockets if required, and then

adjusted (see later sections).

The following functions are not provided during ICM

operation.

(g) It was not considered necessary or even desirable to

incorporate an automatic restart mechanism in the event

of mains failure. The ICM mode is left unattended for

3-10 hours just before automatic shut-off (depending on

electrolyte volume left in individual cells); at this

stage the electrolyte level is very low in all cells.
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If a mains failure were to occur, the electrolyte level

would drop below the threshold level in most cells (the

volume of the electrolyte shrinks considerably when no

dissociation occurs). Switch-on in these cells would be

inhibited by the threshold control circuit. To avoid

complexity, the cells therefore remain off if a power

failure occurs and the control unit "mains failed" LED

lights. Next morning the cells can be restarted manually

(using a procedure described in (G6)) and can be run

until, automatic shut-off occurs later during the working

day.

(h) Operation is not interrupted if the bath temperature

drifts high during ICM operation. Heat output is only

about O.SW per cell; this is not sufficient to raise the

large cooling bath or the cells to a 'too warm1 condition

in the few hours remaining before switch-off; slight

excess of electrolyte evaporation over this period is

not detrimental.

(i) Operation is also not interrupted if the exhaust fan

stops; off-gas is produced at a maximum rate of 27 £, hr ,

and the natural draught through the vent is sufficient

to disperse this.

Procedure for ICM operation

1. Connect ICM cables to cells.

2. Turn on power at MDU.

3. If necessary, press "acknowledge" button to extinguish

"mains failed" LED. Ensure bath temperature LED is not

lit (will not inhibit switch-on, but should be corrected
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at this stage). Ensure battery back-up disconnect plug

is inserted.

4. Press "start all cells" button. If all 20 cells are

operating, all time clocks are extinguished; if not, all

time clocks are displayed and any non-operating cells are

indicated by the "current inhibited" LEDs.

5. Check flow of gas through bubblers.

6. Check operation at regular intervals if possible during

first hours of operation and definitely before leaving

at end of working day.

7. The run is concluded when all cells are automatically

shut-down (all LEDs are lit) and clocks are stopped; in

routine operation, the last cell switches off during the

night, so that the cells can be disconnected immediately

next morning and removed for the neutralisation/

distillation procedure.

(E) Connections between units

Refer Fig. 12. The MDU routes 23OV, 50 Hz to the other

units via cables A, B, C, D and E.

Cable L is a 2-core cable carrying SM direct current to

and from the electrolysis cells. Cable G connects the 0.033JJ

standard resistor to the DAM to provide accurate current

reading of the SM cell current (2OA DAM switch position;

reading = current/10). The DAM can also be switched to the

2A position for monitoring of individual cell currents during

ICM operation (reading - current/2), via fly lead H.

Signals between the SM controller and the MDU control

application of mains voltage to Kepco supply and fume exhaust
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fan, and are carried by 7-core single-ribbon cable I with

DIN connectors.

2-core screened cable M is permanently wired into the

SM controller, and connects to the temperature probe in the

electrolysis cooling bath. Multi-core cable N carries low-

voltage and control signals between control and slave units

during ICM operation.

Cables P, Q and R (4 mm2) supply DC current to the ICM

operation; they connect to bus-bars at the 2OA supplies and

to connector strips at the control and slave units.

The group of cables S and T comprise respectively 8 and

12 3-core cables, each of which carry current to a cell in

ICM operation.

p

(F) Series mode control: Circuit details

The functions of this unit were already summarised in

Section C.

(Fl) ManualIy-settabIe period timer

Timing derives from a 2.097152 MHz crystal, which uses a

Cos/Mos NAND gate Cl as amplifier. Inverter Al buffers the

signal, which is then reduced in frequency by binary counters

D, E to obtain a 1 ys-wide pulse every 1 second. Binary

counter G is organised through 4-input NAND gate Jl with RS

and CS as differentiators and A2, A3, A4 as pulse shapers,

dividing by 60 to produce one pulse per minute to drive the

clocks; this is further divided by decade counter H and

components B2, R6, C6, B3, B4, C4 to produce a S ys pulse

every six minutes (0.1 hr) for use by the settable electrolysis

timer.
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The settable timer has BCD up counters Kl, K2, Nl,N2,

whose output is a 4-bit binary code which is compared with the

4-bit code at the corresponding thumbwheel switches, using

the "exclusive OR" gates and the 4-input NOR gate. When the

timer is started, all the BCD up counters are set to zero;

they then receive a pulse every 0.1 hr until their output

matches that at the thumbwheel switch. At this point, all the

exclusive OPv gates go logical Lo, so that the 4-input NOR

gate output rises logbal Hi.

Each of the four sections of the thumbwheel switch has

its own counter, exclusive OR gate and NOR gate; all these

NOR gate outputs (Rl, R2, Sl, S2) drive into a NAND gate 32

which produces a Lo output only when Rl, R2, Sl, S2 all have

logical Hi outputs. When this occurs, further incoming one

per minute pulses are blocked by NAND gate C2 and the timer

stops , The output J2 is buffered by inverter B6 which drives

transistor Tr7 via Tr6 to de-energise the relay controlling

mains input to the Kepco supply (see circuit of MDU). At the

same time, Tr4 is turned on by B6, which turns on the "timer"

LED as a visual indication that the preset electrolysis time

has elapsed.

When the "zero time" button is pressed, the BCD°up

counters and decade counter H are set to zero, allowing the

time sequence to commence. Current can also be restored by

increasing the setting shown on the thumbwheel switch.

(F2) Electrolysis time clocks

A timing pulse is received every minute from the crystal

oscillator and dividers described in (Fl). NAND gate C2 gates

these pulses and Bl buffers them for drive to the "electrolysis
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time" and "elapsed time" clocks, and decade counter H; gate

C2 is controlled by the prevailing status of the settable timer

J2.

The LED displays of both "electrolysis time" and "elapsed

time" clocks extinguish when a mains failure occurs, but the

counting circuits of the elapsed time clock continue operating

because of battery back-up.

Time accumulation by both "electrolysis time" clock and

settable timer is inhibited when the Kepco supply is OFF

(either shut off manually, or automatically in response to

mains failure or the non-allowable conditions discussed in

(C)), both these clocks accumulate only when current is

flowing through the cells.

(F3) Elapsed time clock

This clock accumulates pulses from the time of cell

switch-on until the cells are shut-down by the settable timer;

it is not inhibited by mains failure or the other conditions

controlling the flow of current to the cells. The difference

between this clock and the "electrolysis time" clock therefore

indicates the total time for which the electrolysis current was

switched off, whether manually or in response to automatic

control,

(F4) Mains failure monitor

D-type flip-flop T operates as a latch. At mains

switch-on, capacitor C7 pulls the set input logical Hi, which

in turn produces logical Hi at output Q; this turns on TrI,

which lights the "mains failed" LED to indicate that the mains

supply has been off. This monitor can be reset by pressing

the "acknowledge" button, extinguishing the LHD by resetting
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the latch to logical Lo.

(PS) Delayed turn-on

Inverters Vl, V2 and resistors R28, R29 form a Schmitt

trigger. RC combination R25, C7 produced delayed turn-on by

presenting a slowly falling voltage at the trigger circuit

input immediately after mains power is restored. A rapidly

falling voltage results at pin 2 of U2, and a corresponding

rapidly rising voltage at pin 4 of Ul. These output signals

are delayed with respect to the mains switch-on by about

2.2 seconds; they signal the "electrolysis time" clock (through

R41) that power has been restored, and initiate switch-on of

the Kepco supply via the relay and TrS.

(F6) Cooling bath temperature monitor

The sensing element of the temperature probe is a IKn

NTC thermistor (-10On per I0C); the amplifier used with this

was designed to exhibit hysteresis of I0C. Zener diode DS

produces a DC-level shift to place the amplifier input into

the area of linear operation. Trimpot R38 sets a reference

voltage about which terminal TlS of ThI may swing. Amplifier

X has positive feedback through R45 to produce a Tail-to-rail

output swing at pin 6, which controls the relay through D7,

R49 and Tr7. Timing control NAND gate C3 receives the signal

through voltage level converter R42 (12V to 6V), and the

warning LBD "KEPCO off" is driven via TrS and R46. R49

limits the output current of X and allows Tr? to be turned

off with the OR arrangement of TrS and Tr6.

The thermistor probe is soldered to the two cores of a

screened microphohe cable, and enclosed in a plastic case

sealed with epoxy resin.
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The temperature monitor is set to the maximum permissible

temperature of the cooling bath. The adjustment is made by

potentiometer R38 (schematic CB-13 as seen on Pig. 9-C).

Two terminals mounted near R38 allow the input voltages to

amplifier X to be monitored (timer and fan must be in operating

status).

To set the probe, it is placed in a beaker of cold water

adjusted to maximum allowable bath temperature. Adjust R38

while watching the voltage response at the monitor terminals

(an AVO-meter on 2.5V range is suitable). The best procedure

is to set R38 initially so that a negative voltage exists

between the potentiometer wiper and T15; this ensures that the

monitor circuit is in the ON condition (LED off); as R38 is
i*

turned, the voltage rises from negative to slightly positive,

and a click is heard as the relay in the MDU turns off and the

"bath temperature high" LED is lit.

The critical temperature has been set to 6.O0C by this

method; in practice it is found that the electrolysis current

is restored again when the bath temperature is lowered to 40C.

(F7) Mains current sensing of Kepco supply

Refer to Schematic No. 2. Power to the Kepco unit is

led through the contacts of a "series 156" relay which

interrupts the power to Kepco socket PSl. The neutral of PSl

is looped around a toroidal core to form the primary winding

and then terminates at the system mains terminal block. An

alternating signal from the secondary winding of the toroid

is amplified by amplifier Z and rectified; the resulting half-

wave voltage is integrated by C9 and then passed to the circuit
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output at pin 5 of Skt-5; R7 discharges C9 with time constant

2.2s, which ensures that the voltage output is pulled to near

zero during periods of no signal. DC-offset to amplifier Z

is provided by R67 to shift the zero voltage point of the

alternating voltage output close to the zero-volt supply rail

and achieve rectification. Diode DlO blocks the charged

capacitor voltage at C8 from the amplifier's negative swing

and thus avoids discharge of C9 every half-cycle. Voltage

divider R72/R73 produces the reference voltage for the non-

inverting input of amplifier Z, about which the toroid

secondary voltage swings positively and negatively.

Referring now to Schematic No. 1, the signal enters at

T9, where it is buffered by U4 to give a full logic level

swing rail-to-rail. Pin 15 of U4 drives the "KEPCO off" LED

via Tr3, and also a Schmitt trigger via diode OR gate at Dl;

the resulting triggered signal controls the "electrolysis

time" clock only, causing it to stop if the KEPCO stops

drawing mains current.

(F8) Mains current sensing of the fume exhaust fan

Refer to schematic No. 2. The neutral return wire of the

fan supply socket PS2 is looped around a toroidal core,

forming the primary winding, and then terminates at the mains

terminal block. The secondary of this toroid provides a

signal which is amplified by amplifier Y. Operation of this

circuit is similar to that described in (F7) and the DC

output is at pin 2 of Skt-5.

Referring now to Schematic No. 1, the signal enters at

TlO and is buffered by inverter U3; pin 6 of U3 drives Dl,

the "Fan OFF" LED, and OR-gate D4, D3. Consequently, TrS
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may be controlled to override any drive signal to Tr?, pulling

the Tr7 base to zero volts and thereby disabling the relay.

(G) Circuits for ICM operation

Refer schematic No. 3.

(Gl) Printed circuit boards

The control circuits are built two to each printed

circuit board (PCB). The PCBs are numbered according to their

position in the cabinet, and are allocated to cells according

to the following scheme:

PCB Ho.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Cell nos

1,2

3,4

5,6

7,8

9,10

11,12

13,14

15,16

17,18

19,20

The printed boards are of fibreglass, measure 211 x 216 mm

and plug into 60-pin edge connectors. Because two control

circuits are on each board, the edge connector pins on

schematic No. 3 are assigned two numbers, one for each circuit.

(G2) Power supplies

Each PCB draws 4.OA at +9V and 24 mA at +1OV. +9V is

obtained from one of the 2OA supplies (BL5 or BL6), and -UOV

from the power supply circuit board CB-Il.

(G3) Sequence of events leading to threshold detectit.i

When the "start all cells" button is pressed, pin 32/56
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is pulled logical Lo; this activates Schmitt trigger 1C/2C.

Pressing the front panel toggle switch Sl to "on" has the same

effect but only for the single cell controlled by that

switch. Resistor R16 limits the peak discharge from CS and

prevents burnt contacts at switches Sl and 52, as well as

protecting diode D3. RlS and CS, together with Schmitt trigger

1C/2C, form the power on reset circuit. The output of 2C falls

to logical Lo and causes voltage regulator A to turn on; this

drives Tl "on", which conduct?, 2.OA current to the cell anode.

This current is divided between the outer and inner cathodes,

flowing respectively through R6 (0.33ft) and R7 (IQ). Bl is

connected as a true differential amplifier whose output (pin 1)

responds to the voltage across the inner cathode current

sensor R7. During normal operation this output potential is

higher than that at pin 6 of 2B (voltage comparator Schmitt

trigger) which is set by the threshold level potentiometer

Pl; the resulting logically Hi output of B2 (pin 7) is inverted

by 4C to drive NAND gate 3C. NAND gates ID and 2D form an R-S

flip-flop "memory" which waits until B2 detects that the inner

cathode current has dropped below threshold level monitored

at pin 3. As the electrolyte level in the cell reaches its

final level (the rim of a PTFE insulator), the inner cathode

current oscillates around a slowly falling trend. The circuit

detects the first crossing of threshold level; pin 7 of 2B

goes logical Lo, pin 4 of 4C goes to logical Hi, pin 10 of 3C

falls logical Lo and triggers the memory 1D/2D, pulling pin 10

of ID logical Lo. This drives the output of ZD logical Lo to

shut-down regulator A and switch-off cell current. The
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precise readjustment of the current-time schedule to
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memory cannot be reset to restore cell current until another

start signal is given by pressing the cell on-switch on the

front panel.

(G4) Current regulation

The voltage regulator I.C. type CA723CE has been wired

to operate as a current regulator. It does this by comparing

voltage developed across R8 (applied across its inverting

input) with a reference voltage from P2 at its non-inverting

input. Any difference produces an appropriate current change

at pin 3 to change the drive to TrI. Because current stability

depends on R8, this resistor has been wound with 22 swg

minalpha wire for high thermal resistive stability.

(GS) Temperature compensation

The thermal stability of the current supply can be

adjusted by a compensation circuit. This contains diode Dl

whose forward voltage temperature coefficient provides the

compensation and is bonded to A to obtain common thermal

conditions. Dl is organised on the PCB to provide either

positive or negative temperature coefficient influence to the

reference voltage at pin 6. Straps on the circuit board

(conforming to either solid or dotted arrows in Schematic No. 3)

select the required temperature compensation polarity.

Resistor Rl is adjusted to set the amount of compensation by

the diode Dl. This arrangement fixes the overall compensation

of the constant current regulator. All 20 regulators have

been adjusted; their current change temperature coefficients

lie in the range -2.2 x 10"3^ per 0C to -1-8.3 x 10~3* per 0C.
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(G6) Switch-on of ICM mode after power failure

If a power failure occurs during the later stages of

ICM operation, manual switch-on may be inhibited because the

electrolyte subsides below its threshold level. Usually

this can be overcome by switching on any such cell, waiting

for the threshold circuit to switch off, then immediately

switching on again; the operation is repeated until the cell

stays on. This procedure gives the electrolyte the stimu-

lation to expand again above the PTFE insulator rim. If the

repeated switch-on does not lead to uninterrupted

current flow, the electrolysis must be considered to be

completed.

(H) Clocks in ICM operation

CHl) Sealers

All time displays (in minutes) are by "sealers" vrhich

accumulate the one per minute pulses from T50 of CB-13. They

are built on separate printed circuit boards measuring

106 x 56 mm. All sealers are identical and therefore inter-

changeable.

(H2) Circuit description of sealers

Refer to Schematic No. 4. Integrated circuit ICM7208

is a 7-decade counter, multiplexer 7-segment decoder with

digit and segment drivers. Other interval logic provides

display blanking, reset, input inhibit and display on/off

signals. ICM7208 is wired to an 8-digit, 7-segment GaAsP

display type 5082-7440 (Hewlett-Packard). Hex. inverter

buffer CD4049 is used to isolate the ICM7208 inputs from

direct connection to incoming signals. These inputs at the
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circuit board edge connector are labelled consecutively from

pin 3: display enable, store display, reset, inhibit count,

O volt, +6 volt.

(H3) Clock wiring

Pin 3: display enable. Displays of all clocks are

disabled during a mains failure, and when all cells are con-

ducting. If one or more cells are non-conducting the displays

are enabled, also when the "display time during mains failure"

button is pressed. Refer Schematic No. 5. The threshold

status signals fi'om ICM controllers 1 to 8 form the input to

NAND gate E which drives transistor T2 via diode OR-gate

D1/D2. ICM controllers 9 to 20 combine at gates G, F and H

to determine when the first of 20 cells reaches threshold.

The resulting signal at pin 3 (CB-12) drives the other input

to OR gate D1/D2; this activates T2, which enables all displays,

Mains failure automatically creates a disable signal by

causing the +1OV power supply to fail, thereby removing drive

to T2, whose collector voltage rises to +6V. The gating

signal from pin 3 of CB-12 passes through Skt-4 pin 5, through

a multi-core cable (Fig. 8B) to Skt-1 pin 5 and thence to

pin 42 of CB-Il.

Pin 4: store display. Pin 4 is wired to +6V at pin 10

of.the clock socket to obtain normal display.

Pin 5: counter input. All clocks are wired either

directly or through a socket cable combination to T50 of

CB-13. The signal is a 1 us-wide pulse every minute, which

advances the display by one minute.
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Pin 6: reset input. The reset signal is a DC level

obtained at pin T-39 of CB-Il. It occurs when the "start

all cells" button is pressed. This drives T3 "on" and pulls

T4 logically Hi to a +6V rail. T3 has the dual role of

providing a voltage level change from +1OV to +6V as well as

signal drive. The "start all cells" switch also drives T4,

but in a 10V circuit. A high level at T4 resets the "sealers"

and display to zero.

Pin 7: inhibit input. When a cell reaches its threshold

condition, its control circuit removes current from the cell

and sets the "threshold status" output to logical Lo. Each

sealer is therefore stopped when threshold is reached. This

signal is obtained from pin 25 or 58 of PCBs 1-10. When the

cell is operating the signal is +1OV; the drop to +6V required

by the sealer circuits is achieved by a 180KQ resistor

mounted between pins 7 and 10 of the edge connector for each

clock. Wiring from the control units goes to pin 11 in each

case.

Pin 10: +6V supply. This derives from +6V regulated

supply on CB-Il. It is protected from mains failure by eight

Ni-Cd batteries.

(I) ICM power supplies

Refer to Schematic No. 6.

(II) Low-current DC levels

Four internal supplies are mounted on CB-Il; they

comprise +6, +10, +12V (all voltage-regulated) and +23V

(unregulated). The +23V circuit supplies only the relay in

the MDU. A single 6OVA transformer (Trfl) delivers power to
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all supplies via diode bridge D4 from an 18V secondary winding.

Trf-11 connects to CB-Il through contacts T28, 29 and T25, 26.

(12) Battery back-up

The +6V supply is powered alternatively from Ni-Cd

batteries if the mains fails; application of mains or battery

power depends on the operation of diode gates D2 and D3.

Wien mains supply is on, current is conducted through D2 to

regulator Reg. 3. The current causes the input voltage at

Reg3 to be pulled higher than the battery voltage to cut off

the battery drain. If mains supply fails, the battery voltage

is now higher than the mains input DC level; D2 now becomes

reverse-biased to isolate the input DC circuit and prevent it

loading the battery. A battery-charging circuit R5, Dl also

isolates the batteries from input. DC circuit during mains

failure. The 470SJ resistance chosen for R5 limits the normal

charging rate but allows a greater rate when the batteries

are flat; flat charging rate is ca. 3OmA and fully-charged

rate ca. 25mA.

Eight Ni-Cd batteries (150OmA H rating YUASA type 1500RS)

are mounted in a holder on CB-Il. When the mains is switched

off between electrolysis runs, the battery back-up comes into

operation and the batteries would discharge unnecessarily.

To avoid this, a disconnect plug has been installed, which

can be removed from a front-panel socket ("isolate battery")

to disconnect the batteries during shut-down exceeding several

hours. A plug, rather than a switch, was chosen to avoid

accidental switch-off during normal operation.
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Project Tit1o; Development of batch electrolytic

enrichment cells with 1OO - fold volume

reduction, control electronic units

and neutralisation/distillation unit

to enable better sensitivity to be

achieved in low-level tritium measure-

ment when liquid scintillation counting

follows the enrichment process.

Researcli Institute: Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Dept.

of Scientific and Industrial Research,

Lower Hutt, New Zealand.

Chief Scientific
Investigator; Dr. C.B.Taylor.

Period of Contract! October 1977 - March 1980.

Scientific Background and Scope of Project;

Tritium measurements of environmental waters are

routinely performed in most laboratories using electrolytic

enrichment coupled with technically simple liquid scintillation

counting. Because global tritium levels are presently declining»

this method now requires, for many applications, a higher degree

of enrichment than can be provided by commonly-used batch

electrolytic cells with volume reduction factors 20-30. The

project aimed to extend the volume reduction capability of a
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single batch enrichment cell to a factor greater than 1OO,

by development of a new cell type and other refinements of

processing technique, and thereby to offer the possibility of

enchanced sensivity to laboratories using liquid scintillation

counting. A related part of the development is a study of the

factors which control anode corrosion in electrolytic cells

operating at very low initial electrolyte concentrations which

must be used in cells operating over a large range of sample

volume reduction.

Experi iiiouta 1 Mo t hod:

A batch-cell tritium enrichment system has been

developed, incorporating a now type of concentric electrode

cell (outer cathode of mild steel, anode of stainless steel,

inner cathode of mild steel) with volume reduction capability

1 1 to ca. 9 ml. Electrolysis of 20 cells is performed in

2 steps. Down to sample volume ca. 20 ml, the cells are

series connected at constant currents up to 14.5-A., in the

2nd step, each cell is connected to its own individual current

supply (2A) and control circuit. Automatic shut-off at the

desired final volume is achieved by sensing the drop in current

through the inner cathode as the electrolyte level falls below

a PTFE1 insulator. The large electrode surface area and careful

dimensioning at the foot of the cell allow operation with

-1
low starting electrolyte concentration 1.5g Na0Og . 1

After electrolysis, quantitative recovery as distilled

waber of all hydrogen from the enriched residue is achieved by

CO_- neutralisation and vacuum distillation at 100 C in a

distillation unit which handles 2O colls simultaneously.



oscillator and dividers described in (Fl). NAND gate C2 gates

these pulses and Bl buffers them for drive to the "electrolysis

-3-

Results Obtained!

At the time of writing, the new system is being used

i-outinely during the conditioning period of the electrodes.

APter tliis period, tritium enrichment factors greater than 80

should be achieved. Although the final water quantity Is

matched to standard liquid scintillation counters, the cells

also offer very improved sensitivity when combined with, gas

proportional counting. Precise quantitative control of the

procedure enhances the accuracy of enrichment factor

estimation. The full report provides full details of the

design and procedure for the system, including electronic

control circuits specially developed for these cells.

In the corrosion study, the electrode pairing mild

steel/stainless steel was studied under the conditions of

electrolyte purity routinely applied in tritium enrichment,

anode corrosion results only if appreciable anode concentration

polarisation develops. Design criteria have been established

for avoidance of anode concentration polarisation in tritium

enrichment cells. The new cells operate close to the allowable

lower limit of electrolyte concentration; when the electrolyte

concentration is lowered to O.5g Na2O . 1~ , the

instabilities associated with anode concentration polarisation

appear.

Conc.lu ai

To an extent the conclusions of this development remain

tentative. The success of the system will onily be apparent

after prolonged routine experience. We are still uncertain

whether the stability of the cells at low initial electrolyte

concentration is adequate to allow the catalytic cathode surface

to develop satisfactorily. In terms of amount of tritium
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the "acknowledge" button, extinguishing the LI;D by resetting

\

enrichment achieved and also the amount of handling required

during electrolysis, those cells offer substantial advantages

compared to other cell types. Operating procedure is geared

to quick, efficient and contamination-free handling; the most

work-intensive part of the procedure is unavoidable cleaning

arid routine maintenance of the 20 cells and associated equipjnent

between runs.

Paper- Published on Work Done under tlio Co»tract;.

The following papers were presented at an Advisory

Group nir.ot.Lng on low-level tritium techniques held at IAEA

during September 1979» and have boon published vitLi other,

working papers from that meeting.

C.B. Taylorj Experience with a new type of batch cell

and associated equipment for the achieve-

ment of volume reductions greater than 1OO

in the electrolytic enrichment of tritium

using stainless steel anodes and mild

steel cathodes in NaOH electrolyte.

C.B. Taylor: Electrochemical stability and design

criteria in batch coll electrolytic

enrichment of tritium using stainless

steel anodes and mild steel cathodes in

NaOH electrolyte.
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EXPERIENCE WITH A NEW TYPE OF BATCH CELL AND

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF

VOLUME REDUCTIONS GREATER THAN 100 IN THE

ELECTROLYTIC ENRICHMENT OF TRITIUM

C.B. Taylor
Institute of Nuclear Sciences,
Dept of Scientific and Industrial Research,
Lovrer Hutt, New Zealand.

Ab s tract

A new type of batch cell electrolytic enrichment system has

been developed to achieve better sensitivity in low-level

tritium measurements of environmental waters. The cell

incorporates a concentric design: outer mild steel cathode -

stainless steel anode - inner mild steel cathode. Electrolyte

volume is reduced from 1 litre to (8.5-9.0) ml; automatic

electronic shut-off control is obtained by dimensioning the

bottom of the cell so that the inner cathode current drops

sharply at the desired final volume. The large electrode
2 .

area (ca. 1250 cm at start of enrichment) allows operation

with a very low initial electrolyte concentration (1.5 g

Na7O9 in 1 litre water). A vacuum distillation system has
£t £»

been developed for in situ electrolyte neutralisation by CÜ2,

and 1005 recovery of all hydrogen as distilled water. The

paper describes the principles of operation and gives full

details of the construction of the system and associated

equipment.

Introduction

This paper is a progress report on the development of a

new type of batch cell and associated equipment for electrolytic

enrichment of tritium in environmental water samples,



wave voltage is integrated by C9 and then passed to the circuit
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designed to improve the sensitivity of low-level tritium

determination when the enrichment is followed by the technically

simple liquid scintillation counting method, and to improve

the limit of detection for laboratories which have the

advantage of a good gas proportional counting facility.

At the present time, tritium laboratories are operating

in a situation of declining levels oE HTO in environmental

waters. As levels decline, improved measurement sensitivity

becomes desirable. Counting of tritium without prior

enrichment does not offer adequate sensitivity in any

enviornmental study. Whereas the new He-accumulation, mass

spectrometric technique (Clarke and Jenkins, 1976) is

attractive to laboratories with adequate finance, technical

experience and back-up facilities, it represents at present

too formidable a proposition in all these senses for most

laboratories. The earlier measurement techniques, combining

counting methods with prior isotopic enrichment, are still the

most commonly acceptable method. 10-20 years ago, the

techniques were often laborious; they usually required a

high degree of technical competence in sample preparation and

low-level counting, and access to reliable supplies of

laboratory ware and chemicals, including vacuum equipment and

liquified gases. Fortunately, liquid scintillation counting

has developed to the stage where reliable low-level measurements

can be performed immediately on commercially-available

spectrometers presently costing about $20,000; preparation of

counting cocktails involves only the mixing of several grams

of pure water sample with a suitable, commercial scintillation



TlO and is buffered by inverter U3; pin 6 of U3 drives Dl,

the "Fan OFF" LED, and OR-gate D4, D3. Consequently, TrS

mixture, yielding counting efficiences in the range 20-30%

and stable background count rates below 10 cpm (counts per

minute).

Although the electrolytic enrichment technique for tritium

analysis has been widely applied for over 20 years, there is

no general agreement on many aspects of method and handling

procedures, and great variability is reported in precision

(Taylor, 1978). Moreover, essentially no progress has been

made towards the development of reliable commercial

enrichment systems. Most laboratories have to undergo the

often painful process of developing their own systems. This

is unfortunate, because successful operation of an enrichment

system depends on many small but important details which may

take long experience to assimilate. It would be extremely

advantageous if a system could be offered which would be

guaranteed to perform reliably if used according to straight-

forward, but strictly-followed handling procedures. Such a

system would now have to incorporate the higher degree of

enrichment required to improve sensitivity and resolution

within the declining range of environmental tritium

concentrations. The planning and development of such a system

has been undertaken at the New Zealand Institute of Nuclear

Sciences over the last two years, with the partial financial

support of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),

Vienna.

Types of electrolytic enrichment cell

Electrolytic enrichment of tritium can be performed in

three types of cell. (1) In batch cells, the entire sample

is added at the beginning of electrolysis, and current is
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When the "start all cells" button is pressed, pin 32/56
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passed until the desired final volume is reached; the electro-

lyte concentration steadily increases. (2) In periodic

addition cells, the enrichment proceeds in a stepwise fashion

with additional sample water added periodically as the

enriched sample reaches a pre-selected volume. (3) In

continuous feed cells, the loss of water by electrolytic

dissociation is fully or partially compensated by continuous

addition of sample water from an external reservoir. In both

periodic and continuous feed cells, the final stage of the

enrichment is a batch process.

For many years, it was generally accepted that batch

cells could be operated only within a narrow range of electro-

lyte concentration; volume reduction by a factor 20-30 was

accepted as a workable range for the avoidance of electrode

corrosion (Cameron, ]967). Periodic addition and continuous

feed cells were developed as a means to achieve higher

enrichment in a single cell (e.g., Ostlund and Dorsey," 1977;

Metson, 1969), but they have some inherent disadvantages.

Firstly, the efficiency of enrichment is not so good as that

of a batch cell for an equivalent volume reduction (Taylor,

1977); secondly, they involve greater complexity (continuous

feed), or require longer electrolysis periods and more operator

attention (periodic addition). Thus it would be advantageous

if a batch cell could be developed which would match the

volume reduction capability of the other cell types. Trends

in this direction will be examined, following a discussion of

the meaning of sensitivity in tritium measurements.

Sensitivity considerations in low-level tritium measurement

In hydrological applications of environmental tritium,



shut-down regulator A and switch-off cell current. The

concentrations are customarily expressed in Tritium Units (TU)

at the date of sampling. 1 TU corresponds to a T/H ratio of
-1 R

10" , which is equivalent to a decay rate of ca. 7.2 radio-

active disintegrations per minute per litre of water.

After measurement by enrichment and counting, a tritium

concentration is calculated using

rp _ rrt Jl

o os" n (D

where T is the tritium concentration of the unknown water at

its collection date t ; T is the tritium concentration of

os'the laboratory counting standard at its calibration date t

n, n are respectively the net count rates recorded for

sample and standard; Z is the electrolytic enrichment factor

(final tritium concentration/initial concentration); X is the

radioactive decay constant. (In this treatment the question

of blank corrections has been ignored; to avoid complication,

it is assumed that no contaminating tritium is added to the

sample during storage and measurement).

The standard measurement error of T can be expressed

by

/a2(n) o-2(n a2(z) 02(T

Z
T
os

tos)
-s - — (2)

where the first two terms on the RHS represent counting errors,

and the last two terms are standardisation errors. The last

term is ignored here, because it is usually a very small

error which is outside the control of the measuring laboratory,

and is not relevant to the present discussion.
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Note that the second, third, and fourth terms in (2) are

independent of the sample concentration, whereas the first

term changes in direct proportion to Z T . It will be shown

in the following examples that the combination of errors in

(2) frequently means that one technique is better than another

within a certain range of T , but is poorer within another

range.

The sensitivity of a measurement method must therefore be

rated according to the fractional standard error of measurement

o(T )/T at the value T ; lower fractional error means better

sensitivity at that concentration.

Relative sensitivities of various measurement methods

Details of various systems to be compared are summarised

in Table 1. These systems are compared for the range T =

(0.1-100) TU.

The following assumptions are common to the various

scintillation counting systems. The small contribution from

a(X) is ignored; counting time per sample in liquid scintillation

counting is 500 minutes; in a typical counting run, three

background and three standard water cocktails are prepared as

identical cocktails and cycled simultaneously with each set of

unknown samples. This means that standards and backgrounds

are counted three times longer than each unknown sample. The

following Poisson error applies for the unknown s< -iples

o(n) / n * 5 "B
~= J ~^l

(3)

where n is the background count rate and t is sample counting



buffer CD4049is used to isolate the ICM7208 inputs from

direct connection to incoming signals. These inputs at the
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time For the standard count rate

V2nB
n_ (4)

n is usually chosen high enough to make (4) a minor

contribution to the overall error. To account for standard

dilution and calibration errors, and instabilities in counting
2

efficiency of the spectrometer, a further (0.005) is added to

the total variance a (TQ)/T
2.

Fig, 1 illustrates the performance which can be achieved

with a typical batch cell type used at the IAEA and now many

other laboratories (Cameron and Payne, 1965). Curve (1)

(Table 1, system 1) represents counting without prior enrichment;

it has been included to emphasise the necessity of prior

enrichment. Curve (2) shows IAEA-type cells coupled with a

liquid scintillation counter of moderately good performance.

<*(T)/TQ = 0.1 is exceeded below TQ = 6 TU.

Possibilities for more sensitive measurement systems

(A) Optimum scintillation counter

The first possibility of improvement is to ensure that

the liquid scintillation counter has optimum performance, in

terms of highest counting sensitivity coupled to lowest back-

ground. According to present experience, system 3 of Table 1

would represent the best counter (curve 3 of Fig. 1). In this

case o(T )/f = 0.10 is exceeded below 3.4 TU. This is

better than system 2, but is not a guaranteed improvement,

because the performance of a counter cannot be assessed until

it is in position in the laboratory.
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Fig.l Sensitivity Comparison: (1) direct liquid scintillation counting,
(2) I A E A - T y p e cells with scintillation counting, (3) same
cells with best-possible scintillation counting.
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(B) Increased enrichment factor

Higher enrichment factors may be obtained by increasing

the overall volume reduction. As already mentioned, the object

of this investigation has been to increase the volume reduction

capability of the more efficient batch cells; two-stage

electrolysis, periodic addition and continuous feed cells will

not be considered in the sensitivity comparisons.

Trends irt development of batch cells with increased
volume reduction

Theodorsson (1974) was the first to report using higher

volume reductions (routinely from 100 to 1 ml, and in some

cases starting with 300 ml) without encountering severe

corrosion problems; his anodes were of nickel and cathodes of

mild steel. The method involved running the NaOH electrolyte

well above saturation; some doubt attaches to the claimed

enrichment reproducibility of 3.6% obtained using spike waters,

but this estimate has been accepted for the present comparison.

A scaled-up version of this system (system 4, Table 1),

providing sufficient water for scintillation counting, is

compared in Fig. 2 (curve 4) with system 2 (IAEA-type cells).

Because of the relatively poor enrichment reproducibility,

system 4 shows poorer sensitivity above 20 TU, but its

performance is superior at lower concentration. Theodorsson's

approach could be improved by better quantitative control, by

avoiding the difficulties of running the electrolyte into

saturation, and by scaling up the size of the cell.

Gugelmann et al. (1977) designed a larger cell at the

New Zealand laboratory. Sample volume was reduced from 640 ml

to ca. 8 ml. A new trick of cell design allowed operation at



Fig. 2. Sensitivity Comparison-var ious cell types with liquid scintillation
counting. (2) IAEA- type , ( 4 ) scaled-up Theodorsson type,
(5) Gugelmann type, (6) new design.
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much lower starting electrolyte concentration (2.5 g Na^Oo/

640 ml H-O), thereby avoiding running into electrolyte

saturation; this was achieved by increasing the electrode

aroas, 'incorporating a second concentric internal cathode

(mild steel) inside a cylindrical cathode (outer envelope of

cell, also of mild steel), with a stainless steel anode

sandwiched concentrically between the two cathodes. The

inner cathode connected by a press fitting to the bottom of

the cell; in effect the outer cathode bends in on itself inside

the anode and the cell is electrically still a cell with one

anode and one cathode (see Fig. 3a and b for a schematic

comparison between this type and a standard IAEA-type cell).

Ten of these cells were operated routinely for two years, but

had certain disadvantages, of which the most serious was poor

quantitative -control of enrichment. Towards the end of

electrolysis,the cells were switched from series to parallel

connection, and each cell switched off automatically as the

level of electrolyte dropped below the anode; rather large

variations of final sample volume occurred, and the standard

error of an enrichment factor determination was about 5.0%.

The sensitivity of this system is also shown in Fig. 2 (curve 5,

system 5 of Table 1). As with system 4, it is apparent that

the advantage of the greater volume reduction is offset by

relative inaccuracy of enrichment compared with system 2.

A cell providing high volume reduction capability must

therefore also provide adequate accuracy in determination of

enrichment factor if it is to be advantageous over the full

range of T. To understand how this can be achieved, it is

necessary to discuss next the method and conditions which must

be satisfied to allow accurate determination of enrichment



concentration is adequate to allow the catalytic cathode surface

to develop satisfactorily. In terms of amount of tritium

IAEA Gugelmann Proposed
cell cell cell

250ml 6AOmI 1000ml
i •t •»

i

final
/"level
I

( a ) (b ) (c)

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of 3 types
of batch enrichment cell.
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Stable operation of batch cells: Measurement of
enrichment factors

An enrichment cell must remain electrochemically stable;

this means that the only reaction occurring is the electrolytic

dissociation of water, with no tendency for other reactions

to intervene which would corrode the electrode materials or

impair the separation of hydrogen isotopes at the cathode.

This topic is the subject of a companion paper (Taylor, 1979),

and is not dealt with here.

An earlier paper (Taylor, 1977) fully developed a

theoretical framework for enrichment calculations, demonstrating

that the attainment of maximum enrichment and best reproducibility

depends on the development of a surface layer on the cathode

which catalyses the separation of the hydrogen isotopes. This

layer may be formed by phosphate -pickling of a mild steel

cathode (Zutshi and Sas-Hubicki, 1966), or alternatively by

slow development of a clean mild steel surface over several

weeks of routine electrolysis. (Although some other metals

are suitable (e.g., Fe, Pt and Pd are known to develop similar

catalytic properties) , mild steel is the only suitable metal

for large cells on grounds of cost and relative freedom from

rusting problems) . Stainless steel is suitably passive for

use as anode metal, although some laboratories use nickel.

Enrichment factors should be calculated using an

enrichment parameter E given by

InZ
(5)

where W , W^ are initial and final water quantities (including

water bound as NaOH); W is the dissociated water quantity,

equal to the total loss minus that lost by evaporation and



enrichment of tritium in environmental water samples,
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spray. For a . set of well-developed cells, E is

effectively constant. Its magnitude is established and

monitored by including at least three standard waters (spike

waters) in each set of samples (with this procedure all the

cells are checked periodically). The value of E established

in this way is then applied to determination of the enrichment

factors Z of unknown samples using (5). E usually improves

slowly throughout the life of the cells, provided no accidental

corrosion or destruction of the cathode layer occurs.

The application of this method to IAEA-type cells

produces ca . 1% standard error in determination of Z. The

low error depends to a great extent on accuracy of measuring

w_, W1 and W . By passing stable, accurately monitoredO X G

current through the cells for known times, W can be measured
G

to within 0.3S. W can be measured to 0.03% for large samples.

A major difficulty with large-volume cells lies in

measurement of final sample W1. Initial estimates showed

that a metal cell holding 1 litre of sample would weigh more

than 3 kg. The final sample would be of order 10 g and would

have to be estimated to within 1% or better if the full

advantage of the higher volume reduction is to be obtained;

this is not feasible using even the best available balances,

because of temperature and buoyancy problems, arid the large

dead weight of the cell. The only way to estimate W, with

sufficient accuracy is to transfer the entire sample to a

smaller vessel for accurate weighing; this can be achieved by

in situ neutralisation of the electrolyte followed by vacuum

distillation. The cell design must therefore ensure adequate

vacuum tightness.



ot pure water sample with a suitable, commercial scintillation
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Another related problem is that of stopping the

electrolysis as precisely as possible at the desired final

sample size. A set of cells usually exhibits variations of

a few grams in final sample quantity if the same total charge

is passed through all cells; this is due to small, and

essentially uncontrollable variations in the evaporation and

spray loss (0.5 to 1.0% close to O0C) from cell to cell.

Therefore it is necessary to devise a method by which each

cell can be individually shut down as the correct final size

is reached. Some laboratories have used a method by which the

current is interrupted as the electrolyte -level drops below

the anode (e.g., Ostlund and Dorsey, 1977; Gugelmann et al.

1977). Experience with the Gugelmann-type cells indicated

that the final volume is not very reproducible by this method.

This probably occurs because the circuit-breaking volume is

highly sensitive to even very slight departures of the cell

from a vertical position, or may be due in some cases to

inadequate accuracy in positioning the electrodes within the

cell. A more accurate method of shut-off control is therefore

required.

Specifications for new cell design

Based on all the considerations described above, the

following specifications were selected for the design of the

new cell. A volume reduction factor of at least iQO is

required. Cell shut-off should be controlled within the

desired final range of (8.5-9.0) ml to provide a full-sized

sample for liquid scintillation counting. The cell must have

vacuum-tight design to allow 100% recovery of the final

hydrogen as water, using vacuum distillation following in situ



three types of cell. (1) In batch cells, the entire sample

is added at the beginning of electrolysis, and current is
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neutralisation. A standard 1 S, size seems appropriate for

the initial sample quantity.

A cell with volume reduction factor 100 is compared with

the other systems in Fig. 2 (curve 6, system 6 of Table 1) ;

increased error o(Z)/Z = 0.015 is allowed for, compared'to

the value 0.01 for system 2. If this system performance can

be realised, the 10% accuracy level is exceeded below 1.3 TU,

which is well below the concentration of 6 TU for system 2.

Furthermore, the system is more sensitive over the whole

range of concentrations up to 90 TU.

It is pertinent at this stage to ask what advantages

such an enrichment system would offer to laboratories operating

a gas proportional counting system. This comparison is made

in Fig. 4 for the systems 6-9 of Table 1. System 6 represents

the proposed batch cell with a good scintillation counter;

system 7 with the best available counting for liquid

scintillation. System 8 couples the cell with a gas proportional

counter of the type at the IAEA laboratory for an overnight

count of 1000 minutes, while system 9 represents a gas counter

with still better counting efficiency and background reduced

to 0.5 cpm by pulse shape discrimination. 0(T )/T can be

reduced still further if longer counting times are used.

Fig. 4 demonstrates that the proposed batch cell can be used

in conjunction with good proportional gas counting systems for

investigations involving waters of very low tritium concen-

tration, such as ocean or geothermal waters.
4

Design features of new cell

A concentrically-designed cell offers a high ratio of

electrode area to sample volume; the concentric design with
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three electrodes used by Gugelmann et al. (1977) increases

the area still further. By breaking the electrical contact

between the two cathodes, the cell is divided into two

separate cells; the current flows through two paths (anode -

outer cathode and anode-inner cathode), and the relative

magnitudes of the two currents can be controlled by the

dimensions of the electrodes and positioning of teflon

insulating pieces. The inner electrode can then be used as a

sensing electrode to initiate shut-off of the cell before the

electrolyte current drops below any electrode. This cell is

compared schematically with the IAEA-type and Gugelmann-type

in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 shows a cross-section of the foot of the cell.

The three electrodes have the following inner and outer

diameters: outer cathode, 60.7, 63.5 mm; anode 48.6, 51.0 mm;

inner cathode, 35.6, 38.0 mm. The cathodes are of mild steel

and the anode is AISI type 304 austenitic steel. The inner

electrodes are positioned securely at the top of the cell.

The bottom piece of the cell is machined out of mild steel in a

concentric and conical form which restricts the cross section

as the sample nears its final volume, and is arc-welded to

the bottom end of the outer cathode. Further space restriction

is provided by the teflon insulator, which fits snugly over

the bottom cone and acts as the controlling element for cell

shut-off. At shut-off volume, the sample depth is slightly

more than 1 cm. The bottom of the anode is positioned in a

groove of the spacer whose inner rim is higher than its outer

rim. For the first part of electrolysis, the cells are

connected in series until the sample volumes are ca. 20 ml;
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at this point each cell is connected to an individual control

circuit which supplies a constant current of 2A. This current

divides between inner and outer cells in a ratio of about

1:4, determined by the electrolyte resistances in combination

with external circuit resistors. As the sample nears its

final volume, the level approaches the inner rim of the teflon

element; a sharp increase of the inner cell resistance occurs,

which produces a corresponding drop in the fraction of the

total current passing through the inner compartment. This

change causes a voltage drop in a sensing resistor in series

with the inner cathode, initiating electronic shut-off of the

cell. Fig. 6 shows typical behaviour of inner cell current

as volume decreases. This behaviour was understood after

constructing a small open-topped duplicate of the cell bottom.

The oscillations commence when a distinct break occurs in the

electrolyte on the inner rim of the teflon insulator.

Thereafter, the electrolyte tends to wander slowly bade and

forward across this rim before a final break occurs and the

innerYeell current settles to about 5% of total current.

Shut-off threshold was "fixed at 10% of total current. Various

arrangements were tried (flat, pointed, sloping and curved

inner insulator rims) to determine the most repi'oducible

behaviour, which was that with a gently curved rim as shown

in Fig. 5; the final shut-off volume depends critically on the

height of this rim; the recommended procedure is to start with

ä slightly high rim, and then to machine it down gradually

between runs until shut-off occurs between 8.5 and 9.0 ml.

This method therefore offers reliable shut-off control. It

,,addsrv
2extra electronic units to the enrichment system, including



it is in position in the laboratory.
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power supplies to provide the constant current, and individual

control circuit boards for each cell.

To aid circulation of electrolyte at the end of electrolysis,

six equally spaced drainage holes of diameter 3 mm are drilled

inwards and upwards at 45° through the PTFE insulator,

connecting the electrolyte at the bottom of the cell to that

inside the inner rim of the teflon insulator.

The inner electrodes each have 36 symmetrically placed

holes of diameter 5 mm, to promote circulation during the

earlier stage of electrolysis.

The original arrangement of electrodes and insulators at

the top of the cell is shown in a %-cross section in Fig. 7.

The top end of the outer cathode is fitted (easyflo-r solder)

into a brass sleeve which is threaded on its outer surface;

the top ends of anode and inner cathode are soft soldered to

flat brass collars. The electrodes are positioned and

insulated by flat teflon spacing rings. The mating surfaces

of the brass collars have ridged rings Cl.5 mm width, 0.5 mm

height) which are forced down on the teflon surface when a

brass locking ring is screwed down over the threaded brass

sleeve of the outer cathode; this method requires four perfect

metal-teflon joins to hold vacuum for the neutralisation/

distillation procedure following enrichment. In practice,

this sealing method has not proved 1001 satisfactory; usually

one or two cells in the set of 20 fail to hold adequate

vacuum on the distillation line; the main cause is the

difficulty of keeping the metal and teflon mating surfaces

completely clean and free of scratches.
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A design modification is now being undertaken to correct

this problem (Fig. 8). The metal :and teflon surfaces will

mate exactly to position the electrodes, and the vacuum mating

surface will be provided by the compression of four silicone

0-rings held in grooves on the lower surface of each mating

pair; this requires alteration of the dimensions of the anode

collar and its adjacent PTFE pieces.

Electrical contact to the anode is made by a lug mounted

into the; n node collar, protruding through the overlying layers

to the upper surface, and electrically insulated from the

upper cathode by a thin teflon collar. A similar lug is

attached to the collar of the inner cathode, protruding through

the overlying insulator. Electrical contact to the outer

cathode is by means of a lug mounted on the locking ring.

The cells sit in holes in a wooden board over the cooling

bath (Fig. 9); each cell is situated within a PVC jacket

containing anti-freeze solution, which provides the necessary

electrical insulation. Up to 2OW per cell can be adequately

dissipated to the external cooling bath. The outer cell

surface is coated with a tar-based paint to protect the mild

steel from rusting.

A protective arrangement is required to prevent

condensation of atmospheric vapour on the cold upper surfaces

of the cell. This is provided by a PVC cylinder with a

perspex cover, through which the gas outlet tube and electrical

connections are led. The condensation problem is the reason

for the large PTFE insulator between the locking ring and the

inner cathode collar, which prevents any possibility of short-

circuit between the two cathodes during the final stage of
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electrolysis. As a final precaution, a small glass vial

containing silica gel is placed on top of the cell; this is

exchanged by a regenerated vial every few days as necessary.

The hydrogen-oxygen mixture is led by a silicone rubber

tube to individual glass bubblers containing silicone oil, and

thence by silicone rubber tubing to the outlet vent of the

fume cupboard in which the whole equipment (cells, cooling

bath, electronic units) is situated. The cooling bath is large

enough to accommodate two 2O-cell sets. It has 1.5 kW cooling

capacity; the anti-freeze/water mixture is circulated by an

external pump through piping in the bath designed to promote

mixing.

The silicone oil bubblers serve two functions. Firstly,

they are a useful indication of gas flow (is cell tight?, is

current passing?); secondly, coupled with their long, silicone

rubber outlet tubes, they effectively prevent any back-

diffusion of atmospheric vapour to the cell when current.is

not flowing. Between electrolysis runs the bubblers can be

dried in an oven; silicone rubber is chosen because it retains

essentially no water, but, as a further precaution against

cross-contamination of samples, the short tubes adjacent to the

cell can also bs dried in a low-temperature oven between runs.

Sample preparation procedure

Samples are prepared in batches of 16; the remaining four

cells include three spike waters, and a blank water (ca. O TU)

as a routine contamination check.

1.5 g Analar-grade Na9O., aliquots are weighed into£» &

125 ml capped conical flasks, and are then mixed with a little

of the pre-distilled sample water; the solution is transferred
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to a 1-litre Nalgene standard flask and the conical flask rinsed

twice with the sample water into the Nalgene flask. The

standard flasks are then filled almost to the mark. With

care, a minimum of bubbles adhere to the inside of the flask,

and these are freed by gentle tapping; the 1-9. flasks are then

topped up exactly to the mark with a little more sample water

transferred by a 5 ml syringe (a set of 18 clean, dry syringes

is required). Careful pouring from the 1-«, flasks ensures

that 996.3 ± 0.3 g of NaOH solution is transferredto the cell,

making weighing unnecessary. The cell is then Fully

assembled and capped until all cells are filled. The cells

are then transferred to the cooling bath, and immediately

fitted with protective caps, electrical and gas flow connections,

etc.

Electrolysis timetable

The cells are designed to operate on a two-week cycle.

The following timetable options are available. Option 1:

day 1, prepare samples and switch on series current; day 12,

switch cells over to shut-off control circuits; day 13,

electrolysis completed, perform neutralisation and vacuum

distillation; day 14, clean and dry cells, all maintenance
i

procedures. Option 2: day 1, prepare samples and switch on

series current; day 11, switch cells over to shut-off control

circuits; day 12, electrolysis completed, perform neutrali-

sation and vacuum distillation; days 13, 14, clean and dry

cells, all maintenance procedures. Option 1 is more

satisfactory in allowing more time for the initial series-

connected stage of electrolysis, but it allows only one day

to accomplish all cleaning-up and maintenance procedures, which
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are difficult to perform if only one technician is available.

Option 2 allows a day to catch up if power failures occur.

Suggested timetables for the two options are given in Table 2.

Both of these avoid handling at weekends, but a routine check

of Option 2 sometime during the final weekend is recommended.

(On week days, current and other settings must be checked

routinely at beginning and end of each day; appropriate small

current adjustments can be made as desired to compensate for

small departures from the planned timetable.) The total

ampere-hour product required to reduce to 20.ml will become

apparent with experience but should be about 2899 A-H. At

completion of the series-connected stage the sample volumes

may vary between 15 and 25 ml, depending on vapour and spray

loss variations between individual cells. The most critical

stage of the whole procedure is the stage at low current,

which completes the electrolysis in series connection to

ca. 20 ml; this stage must not be run too low in volume.

For Option 2, it is suggested that the samples should be

prepared in the l-£ Nalgene flasks some days in advance,

which allows switch-on of current as early as possible on

the Friday.

Electronic control

In series connection, current up to ISA is supplied by a

Kepco supply (Type JQE-75/15), operating in constant current

mode,and the two cathodes are electrically connected. The

current is monitored by a digital voltmeter across the

controlling standard resistor (0.0330 ohm) of the Kepco supply.

A control module offers the following features: current shut-

off after pre-selected current flow time; thermostatic
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rim. i*or tne tirst part of electrolysis, the cells are

connected in series until the sample volumes are ca. 20 ml;

•ŝ s*"
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control to shut-down and switch in current if cooling bath

rises above 60C (normal operating temperature 0-10C) ;

indication of lapsed time and time that current has passed,

allowing estimation of (amp. x hr) lost due to power failures

or thermostat shut-down*

The shut-off control circuits incorporate individual

timers indicating the shut-off time of each cell to allow

calculation of the (amp x hr) product for this final stage

of the ßnrichraent.

A full description of the electronic units will be

postponed to a later report.

Electrolyte neutralisation and vacuum distillation

Neutralisation by CO- gas is the only appropriate in

situ method, and has proved to be satisfactory with these cells.

A schematic design of the neutralisation/distillation system

is shown in Fig. 10. (Only one cell is shown; the parts of

the system inside the dashed line are repeated 20 times in

the actual system.) The cells are first evacuated with the

cold trap in position to prevent the removal of water vapour.

CC>2 gas is then admitted to all cells simultaneously and as

quickly as possible until the pressure on the vacuum gauge

equals that required to accomplish the neutralisation reaction

2NaOH + CO Na2CO3 + (6)

At this point, the fast uptake by the electrolyte has

already ensured that excess CO2 has been added; when equilibrium

is reached after 20-30 min, the net reaction is

(2+x) NaOH + (1+x+y) CO2 •»• + XNaHCO + yC02

(7)
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When the cell is again pumped, continual removal of CO2

from the solution promotes the reaction

XNaHCO3 •>• I Na2CO3 + | CO2 + | (8)

which means that Eqn (6) is the final net reaction, and all

hydrogen is in the water form. After adequate vacuum is

reached, the cells are isolated from the pumping line and

distillation is commenced by raising the oven temperature,

and replacing the cold trap with warm water. The receiving

vials are of brass, and are partially immersed in a water/ice

bath at O0C. (Polyethylene vials were tested for this purpose,

but heat conduction through the wall was not sufficient to

prevent the vial from warming appreciably due to the latent

heat of condensation, thereby causing condensation in the

connecting tube to the cold trap. Glass could be used for

visual convenience, but was considered too fragile.)

An essential feature of the distillation line is the

incorporation of a capillary tube at the top of the cell

within the oven. The dimensions (£ = 5 cm, r = 0.457 mm) are

chosen so that at least 95% of the total vapour pressure drop

occurs at the oven temperature; this ensures that no conden-

sation of vapour occurs until the vapour encounters the cold

surface at the bottom of the receiving vial. Back-diffusion

of the water from the freezing traps takes place at a

satisfactory rate if the traps are raised to ca. 4O0C; it is

very important for this part of the distillation that the

temperature of the receiving vial should be as close to O0C as

possible. It had originally been expected that the amount of
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water trapped during pumping \tfould be less than 1 g, but in

practice 1-2 g is trapped; with the present arrangement, back

distillation of this quantity in adequate time requires

warming of the cold trap above room temperature.

The total time for the procedure is made up as follows:

connecting cells 30 min.; checking approximate tightness of

cells by opening each cell in turn to evacuated CO- manifold

and observing vacuum gauge, 15 min.; initial pump down, 20 min.;

CO2 filling, S min.; neutralisation, 30 min.; check of

residual CO., pressure and vacuum by opening each cell in turn

to evacuated CO2 manifold 15 min.; pumping away C0~, 20 min.;

distillation 120 min.; total time = 255 min.

The oven is heated by two l kW elements mounted

horizontally at the bottom. The cells sit vertically on steel

bars protected from direct heating by underlying sheets of

insulating material. The heat rises through the oven through

the gaps between the steel bars. The top of the oven is

closed by insulating sheets, an asbestos cloth to cover the

gaps, and a metal sheet on top to discourage air intake. A

thermostat is set to UO0C, just above the temperature at which

sodium carbonate loses its last water of crystallisation.

Copper tubing was used for the connections between the

cell and pumping manifold. This proved very awkward, as

coupling in and tightening the connections to the heavy cells

put too much strain on the joints at the receiving vial; it

was impossible to position the cold traps tightly together,

and there is too much heat conduction to the tops of the

receiving vials; to remove these problems, sections of the

connecting lines are being replaced with flexible PTFE tubing,
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connected to the copper tubing by Swagelok couplings. (Other

flexible materials are unsuitable for our purpose because of

water retention or insufficient strength for vacuum

application.

Test runs of the system have indicated that the method

provides 100% recovery of hydrogen in the form of distilled

water. After weighing in the brass vials, the water is

transferred to plastic vials for storage until required for

counting.

Associated equipment

A large amount of associated equipment and gadgetry is

required for the smooth operation of such an enrichment

system. Additional to items already mentioned, the following

items have been constructed or purchased: a trolley for moving

the cells around the laboratory, equipped with a drainage tray

to catch cooling liquid after removal of cells from bath; a

cupboard for interim storage of anodes and inner cathodes; a

drainage tray for drying the outer cell jacket after washing;

a washing machine for thorough washing of electrodes after

preliminary rinsing; accurate laboratory balances in various

ranges; drainage trays for laboratory ware; mounting rack for

electronic controls; electrical connection boards and cables

for cells; outdoor-mounted cooling unit for cooling bath; fume

cupboard with extractor fan for venting cell off-gases;

drying ovens; ducting for silicone tubes carrying off-gas to

extractor fan vent; a vice with rubber jaws for holding cell

when tightening locking ring; containers for interim storage

of PTFE insulators; a large stock of plastic bottles;

dessicator cupboard for storage of ̂ U,; trays, cupboards and
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drawers; a large wash-basin with hot water and distilled water

tank; spare stock of all items and parts used in routine

sample handling; mounting rack for gas bubblers and tray for

oven drying; evaporation-free, rust-proof drums for storage

of spike and tritium-free waters.

Present status of development

The cells have been tested and run repeatedly in the

cooling bath using the series connection supply. With

starting electrolyte concentration 1.5 g Na^Q? per litre of

water, the electrolyte resistance is ca. 0.08 ohm, and does

not change much during the run; the resistance is the parallel

combination of inner and outer cell compartments Power

dissipation at maximum current is about 16W per cell. Lower

starting electrolyte concentration would produce unacceptably

high power dissipation at maximum current.

The method for electrolyte neutralisation and vacuum

distillation has been satisfactorily tested.

Modifications to the cells are being incorporated to

ensure freedom from air leakage during vacuum distillation; the

vacuum distillation system is being modified to provide

flexible connecting tubes.

The system is ready to go into routine operation when

the electronic units for shut-off control have been finally

assembled.

With volume reduction from 1 A, to (8.5-9.0) ml, tritium

enrichment factors of 80-85 should be obtained, which are

better than the factor 75 used in systems 6-9 of Tabl3 1.
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Appendix

Pre-distillation of samples

Pre-distillation of all samples must be undertaken to

ensure freedom from dissolved impurities which may cause

corrosion of cell electrodes. Fig. 11 shows a distillation

system with features '̂ signed for robustness and ease of

operation. A KjehL.al-type heater holds five 2-litre spherical

distillation flasks (1050 g of sample is added to provide

sufficient excess for preparation of 1 A, of electrolyte) ,

above 40OW, cup-shaped heating elements mounted in an insulated

cabinet of stainless steel. The sample is introduced through

the top opening which is then sealed with a PTFE and 0-ring

stopper. Boiling beads and a spray catcher are used to avoid

entrainment of spray. In place of the usual glass condenser

is a silicone rubber tube (internal diam. 9.5 mm) which connects

to a downward-slanting steam outlet on the distillation flask,

leading the steam directly to the receiving vessel, which is a

2-Ä rectangular Nalgene bottle whose cap has been modified to

pass a stainless-steel inlet tube. All five Nalgene bottles

are mounted in a water bath with tap water flowing through at

ca. 150C. Stainless steel capillary tube is fitted to the

lids of the receiving bottles to vent excess pressure to

outside air without back flow of atmospheric vapour to the

sample. Distillation is complete after ca. 6 hours.

The advantage of this arrangement, apart from robustness,

is that the connecting tube and cap fittings can be quickly

disconnected and dried in an oven. Draining and drying of

spherical flasks at room temperature takes two nights;

therefore, if 10 flasks and receiving bottles are used, the

distillation unit can be operated every day if required.
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As a precaution against sample mix-ups, slightly different

amounts are weighed into each distillation flask, and the

recovered quantities are checked before transfer to 1.1 8.

plastic storage bottles to await electrolytic enrichment.

The quality of the distilled water is checked by a small

conductivity probe. Note that the conductivity test only

guarantees the freedom of the sample from dissolved ions; it

does not indicate the presence of traces of organic liquids

which may corrode the anode, e.g., traces of alcohol are known

to produce catastrophic anode corrosion. It has been noted,

however, that the presence of organic liquids is often clearly

demonstrated by unusually high gas evolution rate when the

Na202 is mixed with the sample; samples exhibiting this

Affect should not be electrolysed.



circuit between the two cathodes during the final stage ot
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capability.



IZ5 ml capped conical flasks, and are then mixed with a little

of the pro-distilled sample water; the solution is transferred

28.
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A control module offers the following features: current shut-

off after pre-selected current flow time; thermostatic
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CONSTANT CURRENT OPERATION

A KEPCO power supply can be set up to deliver constant current by the addition of an external sensing
resistor and a current control. In the constant current operating mode, the voltage comparison bridge is
interconnected with an external current sensing resistor, R5, and a current control, R0C (as shown in
FIG. 3-9) to maintain a constant voltage drop across R5. In this way, an adjustable constant load current is
obtained. Characteristic of the constant current supply is ability to change its output voltage automatically
in order to maintain a constant current through a range of possible load resistances. The range of output
voltage that the supply can deliver and simultaneously maintain constant current, is referred to as the
"COMPLIANCE VOLTAGE".

The current sensing resistor R8 is chosen to develop a 0.5 volt drop at the maximum desired current.* It is
calculated by dividing this current into 0.5 volt. The value of RS is not critical and can be the nearest
standard resistance available. Several facts should be kept in mind however, when choosing R8. A
compromise must be made between a large and a small value. While a large value is desirable for good
current regulation, it is less so in view of the power dissipated across it. It must be remembered that all the
load current is flowing through R5 and the input to the regulator is connected .across it. It is therefore vital
that all extraneous changes across R5, i.e. resistance change due to temperature, are kept to a minimum. A
high quality, low T.C. (20 PPM) resistor, at least ten times the actual wattage needed, is therefore strongly
recommended. In practice, R5 isusunlly selected fora 0.5 volt sample at maximum outputcurrent desired.* If
more than a 10:1 ratio of output current is needed, several values of Rs should be selected and switched in
or out as required.

*For KEPCO Power Supplies with ̂ maximum rated output currents of 5ADC or less, a 1 volt sample at the
maximum desired current should be used.

(/)

C

Ql
>
O

EXTERNAL CURRENT
CONTROL(RCC)

MEASUREMENT OF

REGULATION » RIPPLE

'-'A A (+)
TB-SOl

L
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FIG. 3-8 CONSTANT CURRENT OPERATING MODE

CJ—H-F/20-69*

NOTE: R, should be physically located» close to the
(+) output terminal of the power supply as
possible. If, however, long output and tenting
leads cannot be avoided, the (+) terminal of
the output capacitor (C0) must be internally
reconnected from the (+) sensing to the M
output terminal. 39
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3-32 The current control resistor, Rcc is chosen on the basis of the control ratio of the Kepco comparison bridge,

and V8 the maximum voltage across R3. If R5 was selected for 0.5 volt drop, then V3 = 0.5 voll and
RCC = vs times (control ratio), or

Rcc = 0.5 volt x
1000 ohm

volt
= 500 ohms. A high quality, low T.C. (20 PPM) resistor is recommended

3-33

for Rcc.

PROCEDURE (Refer to FIG. 3-9)
The actual component calculation for current regulation is perhaps best shown by a practical example. A
KEPCO Power Supply with a rated maximum output current of 50 A DC is to be set up for current
regulated output from 5A to 5OA (1:10 ratio).

0.5 volt

5OA
pdiss = Vs * lmax = 0.5 volt x (5OA) = 25 watt?, (use 250 watt)

a) R3 is chosen by: Rs

b)

c)

= 0.01 ohm.

NOTE: A heavy duty, 4 terminal meter shunt or a power resistor in the TEPRO "TMK" series is
required. Inquire at KEPCO if special values are needed.

The control resistance RCC is found by calculating its limits:
1000 ohms

Rcc (max.) = V5 (max.JA control ratio = 0.5V x
V

= 500 ohms.

1000 ohms
RCC (min.) = Vs (min.) x control ratio = 0.05 V x = 50 ohms.

As RCC is therefore varied from 50 ohms to 500 ohms, the regulated current wi'l vary from 5 to
50 mA. The compliance voltage wili change in the same ratio (10:1), its absolute value depending on
the load resistance used.

A large output current range (1 mA to 50 A) could be covered if three separate sensing resistors were to
be calculated on.the basis of a 0.5 volt sample at maximum current:

a) R1S(FOrStOBOA) = O-BVAO A = 0.01 Sl (250 watt)
b) R1S (For 0.5 to 5 A) = 0.5 V/5 A = 0.1 ß (25 watt)
c) R's (For 0.05 mA to 0.5 A) = 0.5 V/0.5 A = 1 ß (2.5 watt)
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